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Abstract 

 
A bachelor thesis conducted over the spring term of 2018, the final exam of the 

Innovation and Design Engineering program at Karlstad University. The contractor of 

this thesis project was Parfum Lombard AB in Svedala, Sweden, a market leading 

within the hairdressing equipment industry in Sweden. They provide a high level of 

innovation and product development to improve its assortment. 

  

The project of this thesis will focus on the frequent used shampoo units at the hair 

salons in particular. The shampoo units will be analyzed from an ergonomic point of 

view, because the current sitting position can cause discomfort and pain for customers 

with neck problems. Today, neck and back pain are amongst the most common 

chronic pains issues, which requires further development of this type of equipment in 

order to make it more suited for the end-user. The chosen target group for the project 

are people with neck-related disabilities as the starting point for formulating the 

design problem and developing the solution. 

 

The main objective of the project is to develop a concept that offers the customer a 

more ergonomic position, while washing the hair at the salon. By following a user-

centered product development process, the problem will be addressed in the following 

parts: Pre-study, product specification, idea generation, concept development and 

finally construction in the layout design phase. The product specification forms a key 

part, which as a dynamic document links together both customers, clients and 

professionals perspective of the issue, and underlines the final concept selection. 

 

Key findings: To improve the current washing position the sharp angle between the 

upper body and the head needs to be reduced. That could be solved in two ways; The 

backboard of the upper body leans back even further to accomplish a more recumbent 

position or by an additional support to the neck in order to gain a more up-right 

position. The last mentioned, which also represent the final concept ensures that not 

only the neck is supported but also the head. This means that the heavy load that the 

head’s own weight previously caused has now been drastically reduced. 

 

The presented concept in the report differs from the similar existing product by its 

support surface. It provides a wider support area to the customer’s neck and head. 

With a slim design that only depends on a few centimeters of the basin´s geometry, 

the chances of matching as many models of shampoo units as possible increases. The 

developed concept are presented in both CAD- and mock-up models.  



Sammanfattning 

Detta examensarbete har utförts under vårterminen 2018 som är det avslutande 

projetet för högskoleingenjörsprogrammet, Innovationsteknik och Design på Karlstads 

universitet. Uppdragsgivaren för detta projekt var Parfum Lombard AB i Svedala. De 

är idag ledande inom försäljning av frisörinteriör på den svenska marknaden och är i 

ständig utveckling av sitt sortiment.  

 

Projektet i denna rapport kommer att koncentrera sig på en särskild utrustning på 

frisörsalongen och som andvänds vid hårtvätt på kunden, en så kallad schamponering. 

Schamponeringen kommer att utvärderas utifrån en ergonomisk synvinkel och 

slutresultatet kommer att vara till fördel för användaren, i detta fallet kunden. Det 

finns en efterfrågan för en mer ergonomisk sittpositon eftersom den nuvarande 

lösningen ger upphov till obehag och smärta i nacken. Nack- och ryggsmärtor är ett 

kraftigt ökande besvär hos många idag vilket visar på ett stort behov av att se över 

eventuella vidareutvecklingar av den traditionella schamponeringsstolen. I det här 

projektet har målgruppen valts till personer med nackrelaterade besvär för att ställa 

detta problemet på sin yttersta spets. Projektet kommer därför att genomföras utifrån 

ett tillvägagångssätt där användaren är i fokus med utgångspunkt från den extrema 

målgruppens ögon.  

 

Syftet med detta projekt har varit att presentera ett koncept som erbjuder kunden en 

bättre ergonomisk position än tidigare vid hårtvätt hos frisören. Med stöd från 

produktutvecklingsprocessen kommer problemet att behandlas i följande processfaser; 

Förstudie, produktspecifikation, idégenerering, konceptutveckling och slutligen 

layoutkonstruktion. Produktspecifikationen har varit det viktigaste dynamiska 

dokument i detta projekt som har länkat samman flera olika perspektiv från både 

kunder, frisörer samt naprapater. Dessa har bidragit med värdefulla perspektiv som 

ligger till grund för det slutliga konceptet. 

 

För att förbättra den nuvarande positionen måste den skarpa vinkeln mellan 

överkroppen och huvudet minskas. Detta kan lösas på två sätt; Antingen lutas 

ryggstödet på stolen bak ytterligare för att få en mer liggande position eller så stöttas 

huvudet upp av ett stöd. Den sistnämnda, som också representerar det slutliga 

konceptet, säkerställer att både nacken och huvudet stöttas och egenvikten av huvudet 

som tidigare har orsakat svår belastning har nu minskat drastiskt. 

 

Konceptet skiljer sig från liknande befintliga produktet genom dess understödsyta i 

dubbel bemärkelse. Dels genom ett bredare stödområde för nacken och huvudet och 

dels genom sin smala design som ger möjligehet att applicera på flera olika 

stolmodeller. Detta på grund av att designen endast blir beroende av några centimeter 

av handfatets geometri till skillnad från hela rundningen av sinken som tidigare 

produkter kräver. Konceptet presenteras i både CAD-modeller och en fysisk mock-up 

modell. 



Glossary of terms 

 

Shampoo unit   The washing arrangement at the hair salon 

Recumbent   Lying position 

Flexion   Bending  

Extension   Instance of stretching, lengthening 

Hyperextension  Extension of a body part beyond its normal limits 

Human centered design HCD - Design approach from a human perspective  

User centered design  UCD - Design approach where the user is in focus 

Concept   An idea that could be an intended solution to a problem 

Concept generation  The method of coming up with as many ideas as  

    possible, often together with a group of people for a 

    broader perspective. 
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1. Introduction 

 
This thesis reports the final project within the Innovation and Design Engineering 

program, at Karlstad University. The work was conducted over the spring term of 

2018 in the course Degree of Bachelor of science in Innovation and Design 

Engineering, including 22.5 credit points. The assignment that the reports concerns is 

to study the sitting position the customer has when washing the hair at the hairdresser 

and find a more ergonomic and custom solution. The client in this project was Parfum 

Lombard AB in Svedala, Sweden with the represented supervisor Markus Aneskog. 

Supervisor from the University has been Jakob Trischler, postdoctoral researcher at 

the Service Research Center and the examiner Leo De Vin, professor at Karlstad 

University. 

1.1 Background 

Parfum Lombard AB is one of the oldest companies on the Swedish hairdressing 

market. They were formed in 1935 in Malmö with their own production of hair care 

products and hair salons interior. All their own manufacturing has now been 

discontinued and today they work as a general agents for two international furniture 

manufacturers which they have close and long-lived relations with. The company’s 

focus is on offering Swedish hairdressers the best collection of hairdressing furniture. 

Therefore an innovation in this area is of greatest interest. 

 

When visiting the hairdresser a shampoo unit is usually used when washing the hair 

on the customer, see figure 1. The customer sits in a comfortable armchair and leaning 

the head back to meet a prosthetic washbasin with a small rounding where the neck 

will fit. In this position, the head tends to be hanging and give rise to tension and 

discomfort, due to lack of support. 

 

Figure 1: Shampoo unit to the left, photo by Olivia Gerrbo. The right ones  are  
symbolizing the  problem of the project. (pixabay.com,  2018) 
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1.1.1 Neck related pain 

Neck related difficulties is becoming more common among people and even more 

frequently among females. Since the 1960´s it has been shown that female runs a 

higher risk of neck injuries, at least when looking at statistics of car accidents. On 

average the females run twice the risk than males. The difference in muscles and 

skeleton between the two sexes can be one explanation to the statistics facts (Linder et 

al. 2016).  

 

The condition of neck related pain is interfering the everyday life in a negative matter. 

In studies that have been made it shows that 4 of 10 people have experienced 

musculoskeletal pain in the neck. The pain in turn leads to a lower neck mobility 

which affect daily tasks and movements (Oliviera 2016; Hoftun 2011). The common 

occurrence of neck pain and that women have a possible higher risk of sustaining neck 

injury are two relevant reasons why this project is important to implement. 

1.1.2 Beauty parlor stroke syndrome 

Regarding the shampoo routine at the hairdresser it is important that this issue gets 

addressed seriously. Not only because of the commonness of neck pain or that females 

in general represent the group that uses the shampoo units to the largest extent.  It is 

also important from a safety point of view. Throughout the years it have been 

documented and published several incidents of stroke as a consequence of hair wash 

at the salon (Nwokolo & Bateman 1997). Even though the possibility of this 

occurrence is extremely rare and dependable on the person´s physical condition it still 

has its own syndrome. Beauty parlor stroke syndrome. Strokes were caused by the 

hyperextension of the neck which damage the vertebral artery. This led to an 

abnormal blood flow and clotting that later on affected the brain and causes the stroke. 

(Heckmann et al. 2006; Weintraub 1997 ). This has been considered as an important 

and discussed topic among the hairdressers and even though it is an extremely rare 

occurrence the fact remains that it still have happened. This shows that the issue of the 

project needs to be solved not only from an ergonomic point of view but also from a 

safety point of view. 

1.1.3 Target group 

In order to access a large target group as possible, the point of departure will be to 

satisfy the people who find it the most difficult to be in such a position. The starting 

point for the project will therefore be to address this problem so it meets the need of 

people with neck related difficulties. In order to find a solution for this non-addressed 

issue studies will be made in the topic of ergonomics and user-friendliness for both 

hairdressers and their customers. Together with findings from the study, observations 

and interviews will be used in order to gain more understanding and empathy for the 

target group.  
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1.2 Problem definition 

The primary problem definition that was set during the start-up of the project was 

following:“How can an ergonomic headrest be designed for a reduced neck strain 

while not interfering with the hairdresser's job?” 

 

This definition was changes during the course of the project, mostly to broaden the 

opportunity of solution and not to be bound of a result that present a headrest per se. 

The final problem definition landed in: 

“How can a more ergonomic position be achieved while washing the hair at the 

hairdresser, which reduces the strain on the neck and gives the customer an increased 

comfort?” 

 

To be able to answer the given problem definition a few research questions were set 

that which almost all of the pre-study materials were based on. 

• To investigate physical difficulties for people who suffer from neck injuries in 

order to ideate new design solutions for supporting the neck more effectively. 

• To investigate the interaction between human and the possible concept from an 

ergonomic point of view. 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of the project is to, in an independent manner, develop a concept of a 

product on the behalf of Parfum Lombard AB. That concept will meet the expectation 

of the given objectives and answer the problem definition. Furthermore, the purpose is 

to accomplish the given goals by using the product development process and applies 

the experience gained during this engineering education. 

1.4 Objectives 

The objective of the project is to develop a concept of a support for the neck and head 

that can be supplemented with shampoo units and it will meet both customers and 

Lombard´s requirements and preferences. The concept is supposed to be customized 

to the company’s existing furniture and be presented in both physical and digital 

prototypes. The final concept will fulfill these goals: 

 

• The concept will reduce the load on the neck in comparison to previous 

solutions. 

• The concept will work with as many models of shampoo units as possible. 

• The concept will be easy to use and affect the hairdresser’s job as little as 

possible. 
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The project will be presented in an academic report that meets all goals of the 

curriculum that is set by the University. Furthermore, the project will be presented at 

an exhibition as well as an oral presentation at an examining seminar. The last part in 

the examination is an opposition where three students will critical review each other's 

reports. The purpose of the opposition is to receive more input to improve the 

academic report even further and complete the work for the final submission on June 

18th. 

1.5 Delimitations 

The project will be performed where human-centered design is in focus. The research 

will be from an outside-in approach where the user needs will be explored and taken 

into account. A part in the layout design phase that will be delimited is to implement a 

comprehensive material selection process and instead present a few alternatives of 

materials, which will be suitable for the hairdresser environment. Manufacturing and 

cost will not be taken into account in this project as it does not fit within the 

timeframe of the project. 
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2. Methodology 

The project follows the methodology of a product development process which 

according to Johannesson et al. (2013), starts with a project planning and then consist 

of following phases: Pre-study, product specification, generating of concept, choice of 

concept, layout design and finally presentation of the developed concept. Together 

with this process have approaches as human centered design and user centered design 

been used in order to come up with a solution. These two approaches have affected 

this project towards a more appropriate direction which in turn resulted in a more 

suitable solution. This by using methods that interact and involve the end-user to be a 

part of the project and its outcome. 

 

-Research aim    - Generation of ideas   - Prototypes -Exhibition 

-Literature study QFD  - Evaluation   - Testing -Report 

-Analysis and      - Selection   - Detail layout 

interaction 

 

In this chapter, the reader will get an increased understanding of the arrangement of 

this project. What methods that are used in every phase as well as what angle the 

problem of the thesis should be addressed with.  

2.1 Project plan 

In order to get the best possible outcome from this project and to prevent risks and 

changes late in the process, a project plan has been created (Ullman 2002; Eriksson & 

Lilliesköld 2015). In the project plan, the problem has been defined as well as the 

objectives, purpose and delimitations of the project. Additional parts of the project 

plan that have been made are a risk assessment, list of the organization and a solid 

time schedule.  

2.1.1 Background, goals and organization 

The project plan contains of a describing background of why the project has been 

started and on the behalf of whom. Based on the stated problem definition, goals for 

the project has been set, as well as purpose and research aims. The organization in this 

thesis project has been described by roles and responsibilities for everyone involved. 

2.1.2 Time management 

In order to create a future process and get a overall time perception of the different 

phases in the project, several time charts and models have been created.  

 

Project model 

A project model has been created to get an overview over the different stages and 

gates in the process. Each phase has their milestone and tollgate that without an 

approval needs to be adjusted or re-created. A due date for each tollgate has been 

determined in order to keep the schedule. 

  

Pre-study     Product spec. Concept Layout Presentation 
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This model is according to Johannesson et al. (2013) useful for projects with clearly 

divided phases where intermediate goals need to be achieved to drive the project in an 

ongoing direction. 

 

WBS-chart 

Work breakdown structure or WBS is a tool that illustrates the product development 

process, presenting in a breakdown structure (Eriksson & Lilliesköld 2005). The 

project has been divided into different phases and within each phase several work 

blocks has been stated. This was made to get an overview of how extensive each 

phase were in this project but also to facilitate the performance of the Gantt-chart.   

 

Gantt-chart 

With the WBS as the basis an even more detailed chart has been supplemented to the 

project plan. It not only describes all the phases and parts within that the WBS-chart 

did but also how much time that needs to be allocated in each moment.  The Gantt-

chart is a simple method that could be explained as a coordinate system, where the 

activities are presented on the Y-axis and the time is presented on the X-axis 

(Johannesson et al. 2013).  

2.1.3 Risk assessment 

The risk assessment is a method that identify risks of the project in an early stage in 

order to find a way to work past it (Eriksson & Lilliesköld 2005). The risks evaluates 

based on the probability for it to happen and the how big the consequence will be on 

the project. To prevent any interruption in the process or risk not being finish in time 

an appropriate adjustment for each risk are suggested in the assessment.   

2.2 Pre-study 

In this pre-study, data have been collected in terms of scientific articles, books, 

interviews and observations of both professionals and end users. The aim of the 

theory, in Johannesson et al. (2013) opinion is to obtain all the conditions for the 

project in order to work through the posed problem definition.  

 

Besides the already mentioned, more background information in term of market 

analysis and competitor products have been identified. In the pre-study the result 

should lead up to a product specification where it will determine what the developed 

concept will execute in this project (Johannesson et al. 2013).  

2.2.1 Research aims and target group 

In order to find facts and literature that are relevant to this project both research aims 

and the selection of target group have been set. By defining questions to research on, 

the project gets a direction in how and by which method the problem will be 

approached in.  The selection of target group minimizes the risk of making the project 

to broad and at the same time quality is put insight of quantity.   
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2.2.2 Literature study 

With guidance from stated research questions, searching for scientific articles and 

relevant fact in literature have been performed by a literature study. This study has 

been the basis for the methods used in this project and most importantly why this 

project has performed to begin with. In order to find relevant research material and to 

collect the chosen data in this thesis has “Onesearch” at Karlstad university library 

and Scholar Google been used for internet-based articles. Further facts have been 

sought out in books and previous course literature. These areas have been considered 

relevant regarding data collecting in this project: 

• Neck related difficulties 

• Design approach methods (Human- and user-centered design) 

• Ergonomic  

 

The relevant findings in the literature study indicates the need for the investigation of 

this problem and why the above-mentioned design approaches are appropriate. 

2.2.3 Market analysis 

Together with the findings of the literature study an analysis of the market within 

salon interior has been conducted. According to Johannesson et al. (2013) it is an 

important step in the product development process is to know what already exists on 

the market and most importantly investigate whether these products are used or not. 

The focus in this analysis were products such as headrests and neck supports that 

could be supplemented to shampoo units.  

 

A competitor analysis between two similar existing products has been made and stated 

in the product specification in order to evaluate the pros and cons in relation to the 

conceivable concept. As the project progresses, more knowledge and deepening 

within the area has been appreciated and therefore has another market analysis been 

made. This time has five more product that exist on the market been analyzed and 

evaluated by their pros and cons and this has been used in addition to the product 

specification to compare with the developed concept.  
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2.2.4 Interviews 

After receiving an opinion of what the market says, the next step is to form an idea 

based on the end users thoughts and reflections. Here is where human- and user-

centered design comes in hand. The first method that has been used within these two 

approaches is interviews. In this project in-depth interviews have been used as a 

qualitative method. Qualitative methods are appropriate when the aim is to analyze the 

users view and their valuation of a certain situation. A good approach is in-depth 

interviews with open questions (Johannesson et al. 2013; Johnson 2002). Johnson 

(2002) describes that this interview technique can be seen as a social form, not 

different from a friendly conversation due to the intimacy that can arises and the 

sharing of personal experiences. The difference here is the main goal of collecting a 

certain data. In this project where the human or the user perspective is in focus, this 

type of interviewing has been particularly necessary to even be able to present a 

solution which is intended for the user themselves.  

 

Several interviews have been conducted both on users as well as on professionals. It is 

preferable to perform the interviews in the native language, therefore will the 

extended result in Appendix be in Swedish. In the result chapter 3.2.4 has a summary 

of the key finding during each interview been presented in English. The interviewee 

have been consisted of three end users, two of whom that suffers from permanent neck 

related pain and the third with stiffness in neck and shoulders. Also two professionals 

in the area of anatomy and ergonomics such as naprapaths have been participating in 

these interviews. Lastly have professionals in the market area, potential buyers such as 

hair dressers participated in the compiling interviews.  Everyone involved in these 

interviews have given their permission to be included in this thesis. The names have 

still been depersonalized to make the data anonymously set out of an ethical approach, 

see table 1 below.  

 
Table 1: List of all interviews, "name" and background.  

Interview ID (Fictive) View Background /experience 

1 Anna User Whiplash injury 

2 Lisa User Permanent neck pain from falling accident 

3 Sofia User Much sedentary being –stiffness neck/shoulders  

4 Simon Prof. Naprapath  

5 Victor Prof. Naprapath and masseur 

6 Jenny Prof. Hairdresser at salon 1, interviewed during the 

observation 

7 Emily Prof. Hairdresser at salon 2, interviewed during the 

observation 
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These interviews reveal different perspective of the same issue and therefore increases 

the possibility of achieving a far better result as opposed to having only one angle of 

inclination to build on. Patten (1999) describes this method of problem solving, using 

different aspect in research by the term triangulation.  

2.2.5 Observations 

In collaboration with the interviews, observations at two hair salons have been 

conducted where customers and hairdresser were observed during hair wash. 

Observations are also a big part of HCD and UCD. The method used in the project, is 

a non-participant observation, which means, the observer does not interact with the 

participant. That could otherwise affect the behavior of the observed in a certain way. 

However, the participant knows that a certain situation is observed and this is called 

overt non-participant observation (Stickdorn et al. 2018). The sitting position has been 

observed during the visits and by using an upper body analysis called RULA, an 

evaluation on whether the position is ergonomic enough could be established 

(Bohgard et al. 2015). 

 

The RULA analysis is based on a step-by-step guide where each upper limb is 

evaluated from an ergonomic point of view and presented with a score. At the end of 

the guide all scores puts together the final result, where as low a score as possible is 

sought out for. 

2.3 Product specification 

The product specification has been accomplished to compile all the requests and 

demands of this project. With input from the client and from the pre-study such as 

analysis and user perspective has a starting point for further design work been 

initiated. This document should establish the question “what” to achieve during this 

process and be used as reconciliation in the concept selection. (Johannesson et al. 

2013). 

2.3.1 Criteria matrix 

The main function of this future concept has been set from without the problem 

definition and the result of the pre-study to offer support to the head. This main 

function has in turn been compiled in Olsson´s criteria matrix (Johannesson et al. 

2013) where it gets evaluated from the aspects of table 2. The identified function 

evaluates by its assessment if each criteria of the function works either functional or 

limitative. 
Table 2 - The lifecycle of the product and influential aspects 

 

Phase 

Aspects 

Process Environment Human  Economy 

Construction 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 

Manufacturing 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 

Distribution/disposal 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 

Using/maintenance 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 

Elimination/recycle 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 
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2.3.2 Quality function deployment (QFD) 

In addition to the criteria matrix, where the focus was to analyze the functions, an 

evaluation of the customer and professions point of view has been presented in a 

QFD. QFD, quality function deployment, is a method that connects the product 

development process to both the outcome from the criteria matrix and also the 

customers and professions needs and requests. The customer and their needs are in 

focus in this method and each need gets estimated by the weight of relevance. It is an 

effective method that defines the goal for the product and also defines which areas 

that should be in focus for further work (Johannesson et al. 2013; Ullman 2002), for 

example material, geometry etc. 

2.4 Concept phase 

With the specification as the basis, the next step has been to generate some ideas that 

later on will generate several concepts. This will in turn lead up to a concept selection. 

This way of working builds on generating as many ideas as possible to be able to 

choose which ones that considered most feasible. In order to do so it is beneficial to 

arrange a few creativity methods together with a group of people (Johannesson et al. 

2013) 

 

It could be of advantage if the selected group of people is chosen with care, so the risk 

of getting a monotonous group dynamic is minimized. It has been shown that diversity 

within the group not only get many angels of view but also a more extensive 

approach. In Petersson McIntyre book about gender and design she emphasizes in the 

meaning of men and women generating ideas together. She believes that if women 

look for solutions to a problem, they not only meets the preferences of men but also 

exceeds their expectations (Petersson & McIntyre 2010). 

2.4.1 Idea generation 

Together with a selected group of people, a generation of ideas has been followed out 

using several brainstorming methods. This to help the group to awaken their creativity 

in order to come up with as many ideas as possible. The purpose is to not focusing on 

the problems but instead the solution. To their help has the problem of the project 

been presented in a much broader perspective and then divided into a few 

subfunctions. Besides from the main function there are two subfunction that has been 

taken into account. The group handles one function at the time during brainstorming 

also this to come up with as many ideas as possible.  

 

Brainstorming 

This method has been chosen to accomplish as many ideas as possible in a short 

amount of time. It puts quantity in front of quality and by working together in a group 

it gives the opportunity to build on each other’s ideas and receive inspiration of one 

another. Here it is important to have an open mind and be able to think outside the box 

(Johannesson et al. 2013; Michanek & Breiler 2007). 
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6-3-5 

In this creative method the group has been given a formulated problem to process and 

find solutions by drawings and descriptions. Six persons in a group, makes tree 

concepts or ideas during five minutes, hence the name of the method. After five 

minutes each paper with ideas get passed on to the next person in line and the process 

start over again, only this time the group tries to develop the other persons three ideas 

(Michanek & Breiler 2007; Ullman 2002). Just like in brainstorming this method 

results in many ideas with different approaches and angels only this time to a certain 

problem that the project manager has addressed.  

2.4.2 Concept generation 

When all the ideas from the brainstorming sessions have been summarized and 

evaluated by the request and demands of the product specification, the ideas can be 

combined with each other and build different concepts. Some ideas may already be a 

complete concept but the purpose here is to see if it can occur even more possibilities 

to solve the given problem. For example the solutions that occurred from the main 

function, support the head, combines with each and every one of the solution from 

first the one subfunction and than the other (Johannesson et al. 2013; Ullman 2002).  

2.4.3 Evaluation of concept 

According to Ullman (2002) can the concept generation result in many ideas and 

many of them may not even be realistic or feasible. It can be of advantage to not 

eliminate concept too readily to not risk of letting go of a possible innovation. All the 

concepts has been evaluated by the project manager and has been implemented by 

first a screening against the product specification and later by a decision matrix. 

 

Screening  

To eliminate all the “bad solutions” or more accurate the concepts that do not meet the 

expectations of this project has been screened. From without the product specification 

has a few statement been set that needs to be fulfilled in order to answer the given 

problem definition and in turn achieve the objectives of this thesis. Those concepts 

that do not correspond to one of the statements have been eliminated from a possible 

definite solution. 

 

Decision matrix 

To compare the remaining concepts and determine which one is most suitable a Pugh 

matrix, according to Johannesson et al. (2013) has been completed. By deciding a 

reference concept, in this case one of the remaining concepts has been used for a 

comparison between the others. This method illustrates which concepts that are better 

than the reference based on certain parameters set by the project manager.  

 

The matrix works like this. If the comparison concepts are superior to the reference 

concept with regard to the parameters the assessment will be positive (+). If they 

instead are inferior to the reference concept will the assessment most evident be 

negative (-). 
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In those cases were the comparison are more equal the valuation will be neutral (0).  

Those four concepts that have the highest net value is the ones that will be presented 

to the client. 

2.4.4 Selection of concept 

In collaboration with the supervisor at Lombard a decision has been made of which 

one to proceed with into the layout design. The decision has been made from without 

the feedback from the supervisor and also by consulting with a workshop staff where 

both constructions and manufacturing has been discussed.  

 

Furthermore have aspects such as feasibility to fit most models of shampoo units and 

attachment possibilities been taken into account. Also how well the concept fulfills 

and answer the problem definition. Reducing the load on the neck and not to interfere 

with the hairdresser’s job. 

2.5 Layout design 

When a final concept has been chosen it is important to specify the description and 

also determine the layout design (Johannesson et al. 2013). After this phase of the 

product development process should the possibility exist of taking the concept further 

into manufacturing. If not should the concept will be left with a strategy of what needs 

to be done in order to do so. 

2.5.1 Sketches 

The sketching tool has been used to describe both the functions and the appearance of 

the concept. It is an effective way to visualize ideas and layout in a short amount of 

time and also in an easy way describe all the technical attributes by illustration. These 

sketchers serves as a foundation to the models, both mockup and 3D prototypes. 

2.5.2 Prototype mockup 

Based on the sketches a mockup prototype has been made. The purpose of a mockup 

is to understand the proportion between the different parts of the concept and also 

determine if the size is suitable for its use. A mockup is therefore very basic at first 

just to see if the ideas that existed during the sketching adds up to what the reality 

demands. It could be beneficial to test the basic mockup in its real environment and 

get further input of what is working or not. The sketching and the prototyping can 

therefore be seen as an iterative process where sketches need to be tested in a 

prototype to see if the size and design actually works. Several models have been made 

and later on tested on a few people, independent to the project.  

2.5.3 Testing 

The purpose of testing the mockups is to see if the idea of shape and size match the 

opinions of a few users. After all, this product is intended for the user and therefore it  

is important to test it on the user, especially from the ergonomic point of view. By 

visiting a few hair salons a measurement of the radius on the profile where the necks 

rest has been made. Also the slope that leads down under the sink where measured to 

be able to examine the attachment possibilities. The tool used for this execution was a 

profile gauge, see figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Measuring the wash basin with a profile gauge. 

This was made in order to make a mockup prototype of the wash basin to quickly try 

out a few shapes and designs of the concept. Together with two users the function of 

the prototypes has later on been tested in order to see if the concept worked in reality  

the way it was predicted. After the testing a more processed version of a mockup has 

been made for both presentation and exhibition. 

2.5.4 Prototype 3D modulation 

When the mockup has been tested and improved a prototype done in 3D- modulation 

has been created based on the mockup´s measurements and shapes. This is made to 

present the concept in a third way and also to make design drawings on several views. 

The program that has been used for this step is called PTC-Creo and is a CAD- 

(computer aided design) modulation program. This program also has the opportunity 

to make rendered pictures for a more realistic product sketch. 

 2.5.5 Concept details 

When all kinds of modulation and prototyping were done a more detailed description 

of the concept has been made. The details such as measurement and feasibility but 

also material propositions and how to attach the “product” to the basin have been 

described. The material selection could be performed with the program CES EduPack. 

The hairdresser environment places high demands on the material of the interior due 

to the constant contact with water and chemicals. It is important that the material also 

is non-toxic because of the direct contact with humans. 
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3. Result 

This chapter shows the finding from the methodology chapter and explains in a 

concrete way why this finding is relevant for this project. The reader will get an 

understanding of the chosen methods in this project and also see how the product 

development process can be used in total.  

3.1 Project plan 

The project plan in its entirety is to find in Appendix A. No major adjustments are  

made in the project plan during the project except from changes of sentences and 

definitions. The risk assessment has served as a tool for preserving the future process 

and to not get stuck along the way. To avoid getting stuck the project is proceeding 

with the specified adjustment as a guide. One specific risk that occurred was the lack 

of involvement and engagement from the client's part but it was graded as one of the 

lowest risk by the project manager. This because of a good backup plan and by an 

easy adjustment to act upon.  

 

From the WBS-chart it occurred that the pre-study, concept phase and the layout 

design were the most extended parts in this project and demanded the most time. This 

forms the basis of the Gantt-chart where these three phases were scheduled with more 

time than the rest of the parts in the process. 

3.2 Pre-study 

In this chapter the reader will get an increased insight on the background that 

underlies this project in the development process. The reader will get answers to 

questions on what the problem in this situation is, why the project has its starting point 

and user methods and lastly how the problem will be approached. 

3.2.1 Research aims and selected group 

The two research questions represent the aims of this pre-study which are to find a 

solution to the given problem formulation. Specifically, the aim of the research is: 

• To investigate physical difficulties for people who suffer from neck injuries 

and in which way a support for the neck should be designed. 

• To investigate the interaction between user perspective and the possible 

concept from an ergonomic point of view. 

 

Looking at an “extreme” users point of view (i.e., users with very specific needs and 

requirements) and succeed satisfying their needs, it will not only meet a larger target 

group but also overcome the expectations that people without disabilities may have. 

By focusing on human interaction combined with ergonomics, the concept will not 

only appeal to the user but also the worker.  
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3.2.2 Literature study 

The findings of the literary study shows the importance of this issue and can be seen 

as a main purpose of the entire project. The result shows how commonly neck related 

pain are in the daily society and why females suffers more frequently of it than men. 

The study also include ways and techniques to approach the issue such as human- and 

user- centered design and ergonomics. 

 

Neck related pain 

The commonness of people that experiencing chronic pain in the neck has become a 

growing problem. Of 70 young participants in Oliviera´s (2016) study did more than 

40% suffer from neck related pain and in Hoftun´s (2011) study where 44% of the 

7000 people participating experiencing the same problem. Hoftun also points out the 

important conclusion that the majority of the sufferers were women (Hoftun 2011). 

The difference in muscles and skeleton between the two sexes can be one explanation 

to why female suffer more frequently from neck pain than men (Linder et al. 2016). In 

general, females are more expose to the issue in the project because of using the 

shampoo unit in a greater extent than men. This due to all the other treatment such as 

coloring, hair treatment and shaping of eyebrows just to mention a few. 

 

Those who suffers from neck pain had shown that they had a lower endurance 

capacity when it comes to flexor and extensor muscles (Oliviera 2016). This means 

that people who suffer from neck injuries/pain gets a weakened muscle in the neck 

when it comes to bending and stretching positions. When washing the hair at the salon 

the head is extending over the washing bowl and is stresses the extensor muscles in a 

large extent. 

 

This stresses position that also calls hyperextension of the neck is proven to be the 

primary cause of what mentioned in chapter 1.1.2, Beauty parlor stroke syndrome. 

The shampoo routine needs to be changed from the hanging head position to a flexed 

or neutral position. That will be safer for the user but probably more difficult for the 

hairdressers means Weintraub (1997). These findings demonstrates the great need for 

an innovation within the products of shampoo units. 

 

Human centered design 

There are many definitions of the word design and also several movements within. 

Human centered design (HCD) is one of them. This movement is based on 

ergonomics, computer science and artificial intelligence (Giacomin 2014). According 

to International Organization of Standardization, ISO, the term human centered design 

describes as an; 

 

“Approach to interactive systems development that aims to make systems usable and 

useful by focusing on the users, their needs and requirements, and by applying human 

factors/ergonomics, and usability knowledge and techniques.”(International 

Organization for Standardization  2010, in Giacomin 2014, p. 608) 
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By focusing on the user's needs and requirements and also let them be part of the 

designing is how the HCD works in practice. Krippendorff (2011) explains that the 

users are more involved in creating the design due to their own experience of the 

issue. This offers the users be the designers of their own world (Krippendorff 2011). 

Therefore, several people within the target group will participate in not only the 

interviews and observations but also in the idea generation sessions.  

 

User centered design 

Another approach is user centered design. It goes hand in hand with HCD in that way 

that both methods tackle the problem from the users point of view. User centered 

design differs in such a way that it reflects empathy with users when being in a certain 

situation or using a particular product. Kouprie and Visser (2009) means that it is 

important that the designer evolves empathy for what the user feels and have the 

ability to put themselves into the user’s shoes. They highlight two parts of empathy, 

affective and cognitive, which can be seen in figure 3. Kouprie and Visser propose a 

framework based on a previous model that could describe the design process within 

four steps. 

 

1. Discovery – Entering the users world by initiate a first contact and evoke 

curiosity and sensitivity to understand the users situation. 

2. Immersion – Observing the user in its world, open-minded, absorbing and non-

judging observation. 

3. Connection - The designer connects by contribute and recalling his or her own 

experiences to empathizes with the user. 

4. Detachment – Leaving the users world with an increased understanding to start 

designing from the users perspective. 

 

 
Figure 3 – Two component in empathy design, Kouprie & Visser (2009) 

The affective part is about feeling the emotional state and the cognitive is to reflect by 

perspective taking. Empathy design is about stepping in the users world and observing 

(step 1 & 2) and then stepping out in order to start designing with an increased 

understanding and empathy for the user (step 3 & 4). This framework is used in the 

observations and also partly in the interviews.   
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Ergonomic 

According to Pheasant et al. (2006) the approach of ergonomic design is basically by 

using the principle of user design. 

“If an object, a system or an environment is intended for human use, than its design 

should be based upon the physical and mental characteristics of its human users (in 

so much as these may be determined by the investigate methods of the empirical 

sciences).”(Pheasant et al. 2006, page 5) 

Ergonomics means the doctrine of the adaptation of work and environment to the 

benefit of the human needs and conditions. Ergonomics can be divided into three 

areas depending on purpose; physical, cognitive and emotional ergonomics. The 

physical ergonomics is based on the human body and forces and can been seen from 

work positions, work movements and bodily strains. The cognitive, also known as, 

informative ergonomics refers to the interaction between man and machine. It 

describes as the interpretation of information and performing an act accordingly. The 

last mentioned, the emotional ergonomics goes hand in hand with the cognitive part 

but also reflects on how the user feels when viewing or using a product 

(Nationalencyklopedin  2018).  Here, similarities can be drawn to the above design 

approaches. HCD can be compared to the physical and cognitive ergonomics while 

UCD is more like the cognitive and emotional ergonomics. The importance in this 

thesis project is the meaning of ergonomics, to adapt the environment to the benefit of 

humans. The shampoo routine have for ages been designed without major 

development and probably not with the human perspective in focus. Regarding the 

commonness of neck pain which prevails today this situation needs to be developed 

from an ergonomic point of view. Especially when the current routine can cause 

permanent damage (at the worst possible scenario).  

 

The development of technology has led to ergonomic solutions within other market 

areas. Many ergonomic products have already been developed to ease a harmful body 

position, for example adjustable work desks and supportive chairs (Bohgard et at. 

2015). People tend to get more sedentary and Bohgard et al. (2015) signifies that the 

humans have gone from muscle strength to machine strength during the past 

millennia. The sedentary living is also a reason for stiffness and complications in the 

neck and shoulder area. But, what can than define if something is ergonomic or not? 

 

RULA 

The first question that needs to be answered is this one; How can it theoretically be 

proved that a posture or position is not considered ergonomic enough? 

 

Rapid upper limb assessment or RULA is an effective method when assessing posture 

and physical stress. This tool offers to investigate whether a position poses a risk of 

strain or not. It is a quick and easy method based on observing a person´s different 

body positions and then evaluates by a given template. 
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The higher total value the position has the more exposing load there is to the body 

(Bohgard et al. 2015).The author claims that it is possible to follow four steps to carry 

out the analysis. This specific method only applies to the upper body but exist in 

entire body assessment as well. 

 

1. Choose of body position to be analyzed, in this case during hair wash. 

2. Collecting video clips and photos on the body position 

3. Evaluation of the body position 

4. Compile a result, will action of change be taken? 

 

This tool will be used first on a customer in the current shampoo unit and then 

together with the worked up solution to see if the concept will work in practice. The 

focus in this RULA-analysis is to investigate whether the neck posture will be reduced 

or not. 

 

All the finding from the literature study forms a solid background to the current 

problem seen from different perspectives. The findings also serves as a basis for the 

chosen interacting methods that are used in this project, such as observations and 

interviews. 

3.2.3 Market analysis 

To know what already exists on the market today and get a picture of the competing 

product for this project, a market analysis has been made. Following products in 

figure 4 and figure 5 have been seen as rivals. 

 

 

• Nekeze headrest 

                
Figure 4: A support towards the edge of the basin. Headbrands.se (2018) The right picture is taken 
by Olivia Gerrbo 
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• Bella nova neck comfort 

 
Figure 5: Attaches on the edge of the wash basin, protection from the edge with a cushion for 
support. Headbrands.se (2018) 

 

These two products are only protecting the neck against the hard edge on the washing 

bowl where the neck is placed. They have no bearing function for the head. The 

prospects of these two products are the simplicity to attach and remove the objects and 

also because these have a small impact on the hairdressers job. They also contribute to 

an increased comfort for the customers compared to without a rest. The downside is 

the lack of support to the head which leads to the remaining issue of a stressful and 

hard position for the neck.  

 

There are more advanced products on the market today that both can support the 

customers head and contribute to a more comfortable experience during hair wash. 

The input from this market analysis will be taken into account in the following 

product specification. Later on in the concept phase a closer look on these five models 

will be evaluated by the demands and request that has been set in the problem 

specification. 

 

• Yume Espoir ESL (Folding shampoo chair, with neck and head cushions) 

• Mobile wash CCDI (mobile support to minimize spillage)  

• Shampoo bowl head rest (Only for specific models) 

• AGS Beauty, head and neck rest (For stationery shampoo bowl) 

• HeadBed support – European model 

 

3.3.4 Interviews 

Here follows a summary of each interview regarding this project and the complete 

material can be found in Appendix B. The information in these interviews have a 

central role in the product specification later on in this process. 
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Interviews with users 

The thoughts and ideas that appeared during the interview of the user without neck 

complications were the following: 

- The current situation is bearable but definitely not comfortable. It is neither a 

natural or usual position to tilt your head back to that extent.   

- The edge of the basin gives rise to pain. 

- To strive for a less pronounced transition between upper body and head. Either 

by some sort of headrest or by tilting the chair backwards to gain a more 

recumbent position.  

 

The thoughts and ideas that appeared during the interviews of users with neck 

complications were the following: 

- The current situation give rise to pain instantly. The timeframe is not 

dependable here. 

- It is a lack of support to the head while tilting backwards and the head feels 

really heavy and that makes it hard for the muscles in the neck to compensate. 

- The angle between the upper body and neck is too sharp; a more upright 

position is preferable. 

- The edge feels hard and the relief ends up on one single point of the neck. 

- Hard to relax which increases the level of pain. 

 

Interviews with the naprapaths 

This was presented during the interview: 

- 70-75% of the naprapath patients had problem with neck related pain due to 

sedentary work environment. (As Bohgard et al. expressed under the chapter 

Ergonomics: "humans have gone from muscle strength to machine strength".)  

- Mostly women, partly for differences in muscle building and partly because 

women seek help in greater extent than men. 

- All people, not only people with neck pain, could have difficulties to sit in the 

current hair wash position. 

- The more upright the sitting position, the better. Also a more recumbent 

position is better than the existing solution. 

- The short amount of time while washing is enough to cause consisting neck 

pain. 

- To gain a more upright position a support to the neck could be of help. The 

support should then be concentrated on the upper part of the neck, towards the 

head, for best relief. 

- The headrest needs to have a wider support area in order to eliminate the point 

load that the neck is exposed to. 
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Conclusions of the interviews 

The interviews showed that whether you have neck pain or not, this washing 

arrangement is in fact an unpleasant experience. All participants in the interviews 

pointed out the issue of the point load to the neck that also perceived very 

uncomfortable. The angle between the upper body and the head in this position is 

currently too sharp and leaves the person in an abnormal position. Not mentioned 

above but can be seen in the whole interview in the Appendix B is that not only 

people with neck disabilities but also elderly people with curved back has difficulties 

to bend back in that matter the shampoo unit require.  

 

The solution is a more upright position; Either the upper body gets leaned back to 

achieve a more recumbent position or add a headrest that can give the same result. A 

possible head restraint should target the shell base or lower part of the head to achieve 

an effect. The rest should also have a wider support area to eliminate the point load to 

the neck that current shampoo units does. 

3.3.5 Observations 

During the observations one of the hairdresser mentioned that it has become a 

discussed issue after a person died of stroke, triggered by the hard angle of  the head 

in that position. She explains further that this is not even close to common although 

the news has opened up for discussion around the hair wash situation. According to 

the hairdresser herself the customers spending that short amount of time in the 

shampoo chairs that hardly any dissatisfaction were noticed. However, customers with 

neck related pain and elderly people with curved back have difficulties to be in that 

position. In some cases, so much difficulties that the customer washes his or her hair 

at home instead of at the salon.  

 

At both of the salons they have a headrest that could be attached to the edge of the 

sink if necessary, see in chapter 3.2.3 above, but the variety of use differ just between 

these two salons. One of the salons had an open mind to a new implement that could 

ease for the customers even if it meant that the washing gets a little bit more 

complicated. At the other salon the main reason for not using the headrest was the 

difficulty of accessing everywhere. An interesting resemblance between the two 

salons were that they used towels to support the head at longer sitting times or if 

requested of customer. This gives an increased comfort and a more upright position 

and above all a verification that this in fact is an issue that needs to be solved.  
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RULA analysis 

These two figures below shows the customer’s position during the washing stations at 

two different salons, not the same salons where the observations were made though. In 

figure 6 the shampoo unit already has a complemented product that in a way helps the 

customer with support towards the neck. It may increase the comfort a bit but 

nevertheless  leaves the head of the customer in the same hard angle as before. The 

second position, figure 7, gives the customer a more upright position thanks to the 

adjustable wash basin and the additional support towards the edge. 

The analysis of RULA consists of three parts; A, B and C where each part gets the 

evaluated score based on the risk factor of a certain position. The first part, A, is an 

assessment of the positions of the arms and hands. In these two cases above those 

limbs are not that relevant nor exposed to any noticeable load and gets therefore a low 

score in table 3 below. Score B however has a much higher score and correspond to 

the position of neck and trunk and here these two position differ greatly. Score C is 

the final result which is read out in a table based on the values of score A and B. 

 
Table 3 -Result from the analysis 

RULA Position 1 Position 2 

Score A 2 2 

Score B 10 6 

Score C 5 (Highest if score A=2) 5 

Adjustment status Change soon Change soon 

 

  

Figure 7: RULA position 2 Figure 6: RULA position 1 
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Looking at the customers positions it showed that the relieving point, i.e. where the 

neck and the edge of the sink interact was at the upper part on the neck, at the atlas. 

This means that the support is only at the neck and not the head. In this situation, the 

head restraint helps a lot during a short amount of time, but in the long run or for those 

who suffer from neck pain the position is still unbearable.   

 

Conclusions of the observation 

First of all, there is an underlying problematic in the knowledge about what and how 

the customer in matter are experiencing the washing situation. Throughout the 

interview with the users and other customers there are perceived problems with 

discomfort but unfortunately, the complaints do not occur to the hairdresser. Second 

of all, it is a big challenge to find a solution that satisfies the chosen target group and 

at the same time does not complicate the hairdresser’s job. At least in such way that 

the solution never will be used. So, if the dissatisfaction becomes known for the 

hairdressers, it can contribute to a more open mindset to use an accessory product, 

even if it makes the washing moment more demanding. The current support is towards 

the upper neck and accordingly to the naprapath is that preferable. The problem is 

only that the ease is towards one point and above all in an intense way. Another 

conclusion, not mentioned above but that was noticed during the observations was the 

possibility of attaching an optional accessory. The attachment seems to be limited to 

the edge or the bottom of the sink and that narrows down the solution possibilities. 

 

Looking at the result of the RULA analysis it is shown that a more upright position 

gives a lower score, especially when it comes to part B regarding neck and trunk 

position. However, it has appeared that the customer in that position (position 2) had 

some issues with water running down her face as a consequence from the probably 

more comfortable sitting mode. When observing the RULA analysis sheet it shows 

that the most optimal position for the head is when it is placed right above the back 

and becomes an extension of the spine. When the head leans either forward or 

backward the strain increases enormously and quickly give rise to pain in back, 

shoulders and neck. 

3.3 Product specification 

With all the newly acquired knowledge gained from the pre-study it is now time to put 

it all together in a product specification. The reader will recognize the finding from 

the previous chapter only to find them in term of request and demands of the 

upcoming concept. 

3.3.1 Criteria matrix 

In this criteria matrix (performance after Olsson), the main function is evaluated by 17 

criteria (ID in table 4) whether it is a demand or request and if the criteria works 

functional or as a limitation. The new concept have the main function of supporting 

the head to gain a more bearable sitting position at the hairdresser than before.  
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Table 4 – criteria matrix (Adapted from Olsson, (1978)) 

ID Cell Criteria Demands=D 
Request=R 

Functional=F 
Limitation=L 

 Extend support to the head Main function   
1 1.1 The material should be water resistant D L 
2 1.1 The material should be chemical and 

color resistant 
D L 

3 1.1 Should fit the dimensions of the existing 
shampoo chair 

D L 

4 1.1 Few components included R,4 L 
5 1.2 Environmentally friendly material R,2 L 
6 1.3 Should not complicate the hairdresser´s 

job 
R,5 L 

7 1.3 Should be adapted to all users R,5 L 
8 1.3 Construct based on ergonomic D F 
9 2.4 Be an accessory to the existing chair R,4 L 
10 4.1 Easy to clean R,4 F 
11 4.1 Express cognitive understanding  R,4 F 
12 4.1 Easy to attach and use R,4 F 
13 4.1 Express comfort and safety R,4 F 
14 4.1 In use, the product shall consist of only 

one part 
R,5 L 

15 4.3 Reduce neck strain when used D F 
16 4.3 People with neck pain choose to wash 

their hair at the salon instead of at home 
R,3 F 

17 5.1 Disassembled without special tools  D L 
 

3.3.2 Quality function deployment 

In this following matrix all the demands and requests from the criteria matrix is 

combined with input from interviews, observations and input from the client. Previous 

problems with the existing product on the market are also listed in the QFD. As shown 

below, previous problems such as ergonomic design and reduce neck strain have now 

become a demand in the upcoming concept development. Four product characteristics 

are evaluated from each customer requirements and gives the result of the two most 

important factors, geometry and ergonomics. Objective functions for these categories 

are defined to wide support area in case of geometry and high comfort regarding 

ergonomics. The result of the QFD can be seen in total in figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Quality function deployment, QFD 
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3.4 Concept Phase 

Two different groups, independent of each other with different backgrounds and 

experience, perform in the generating of ideas. One group consisted of varied ages, 

gender and professions, of whom two participant belongs to the target group of the 

project. The other group consisted of engineering students familiar with the product 

development process and those methods used in this chapter. The idea generation is 

done on one function at the time, in order to be combined later on into many different 

concepts.  

 

The functions that the participating groups have been assigned with during the 

brainstorming sessions are following:   

Main function – Offer support to the head 

Subfunction - Can be attached to the sink 

Subfunction - Express ergonomics and comfort 

 

3.4.1 Idea generation 

Brainstorming 

To increase the creativity in the brainstorming session a moodboard that reflect this 

project was used and gave the participants the opportunity of associations, see figure 9 

below.  

 

Figure 9: Moodboard for inspiration and motivation. 
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The brainstorming resulted in a variety of small, quick sketchers of each function. It 

gives a solid overview of problem solving due to this project and the most interesting 

ideas are further developed into more detailed sketches. The pictures below shows a 

draft from the results of ideas that appeared during brainstorming and 6-3-5 (figure 

10). 

6-3-5 

During this session both of the groups had the ambition to draw three ideas each in 

five minutes. This process were repeated several times only to further develop the 

other participant’s ideas instead of your own. All the participants in this method were 

left with two comments, support head and ergonomic, to help get the creativity 

flowing. In total it resulted in 30 ideas with one of the groups and 48 ideas with the 

other group. Regarding the main functions the solutions were in large part consisting 

of different types of headrests, both attached to the chair or the basin but also 

something that could be attached directly on the customer. Several ideas of 

minimizing the hard angle between upper body and head were showed in forms of 

lying chairs, massage chairs and other alternative washing stations. Throughout 

everybody´s sketchers have aspects like attachment and minimize the risk of getting 

water in the face been taken into account. Regarding the aspects of ergonomics, 

shapes like round and moldable appeared in the sketchers. There were also ideas were 

the customer did not even need to recline in order to wash their hair. A draft and a 

summary of braindrawing and 6-3-5 are shown in Appendix C.  

  

Figure 10: A draft from the brainstorming sessions. 
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3.4.2 Concept generation 

The ideas from the brainstorming session that are classified as feasible and relevant 

are set out in the following table. The different solutions of one function combines 

with the solutions of the other function and results in entire concepts. In this step is the 

aspect of ergonomics left out and then been taken into account later on in the layout 

design phase. This was made to make the screening more efficient. 

 

3.4.3 Evaluation of concept 

The 20 full concepts evaluates by the product specification to see which ones that 

meets the expectations and seems most suitable. Following statements form the basis 

for the screening of the concepts. 

• If it is to fit the majority of models, attachment to the basin is preferred, 

therefore, these concepts are screened out. (Concept 8 was still removed 

because of the difficulty of fitting most models, despite the fact that it could 

attach to the edge of the basin.) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 5: Those 20 concept that was considered most feasible. 

Figure 11: Those concept that were eliminated by the first screening 
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• It should disturb the hairdressers in their jobs in the least possible way and by 

that statement these following concepts were screened. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• It should be easy to attach and remove so the usage becomes a simple act. So 

by this means both concept 5 and 6  gets eliminated.  

After this stage, 7 feasible concepts (concept 1, 4, 7, 9, 11, 15, 17) are remaining and 

are presented in quick sketches here below. 

 

Concept 1 - has the name Corallo 

cushion and is directly designed for 

Lombard´s chair model “Corallo”. 

The cushion has a gel-like material 

to provide a comfortable support and 

a good fit. 

 

 

 

 

Concept 4 – Twin peak 

Two-point relief with two oval 

shapes for increased ergonomics. 

Those parts can be twisting for 

adjusting the size. The attachment 

is to the edge of the basin. 

• Padded support 

• Easy to attach and remove 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 12: Second screening. 

Figure 13: Third screening. 

Figure 14: Concept 1 

Figure 15: Concept 4 
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Concept 7 – Spine slide 

Discreet support just for the spine. 

Can be adjusting by bending the 

product in different ways. For those 

who need much support can the 

“Spine slide” be straightened out to 

its entire length and for others it can 

be bend down so it doesn´t interfere 

as much during the hair wash. 

• Slim support 

• Easy to attach and remove 

• Bendable 

 

 

 

 

Concept 9 – Collar 

Wide support area. Supports the 

entire neck up to the head when 

tilting backward. Also supports the 

upper back due to an extension of 

the collar that leans down towards 

the back. Reduces the hard angle 

between upper body and head. 

• Similar to tempur material 

• Locking: Burdock 

• Outside the box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Concept 7 

Figure 17: Concept 9 
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Concept 11 – Evo incline 

Wide support area that has a tilted 

stand with same angle as the 

shampoo unit’s backboard. With a 

material of some sort of foam it can 

offer the customer an ergonomic 

support. 

• Easy to attach and remove 

• Works as an extension of 

the backboard 

• Soft and moldable support 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concept 15 – Dry cap 

With a shower cap if opens up for 

the opportunity to sit straight up 

when showering the hair. The cap 

will be easy to adjust and use for 

everyone and the material will lead 

off the water. The design of the cap 

indicates that the water will run off 

from the back of the head to the 

same basin that exist today. 

• No bending backward 

• Leads off the water by its 

design 

• Outside the box 

 

 

  

Figure 18: Concept 11 

Figure 19: Concept 15 
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Concept 17 – Rock ´n ´roller 

An adjustable design for a close fit 

for all customer. Each roller will be 

bendable so the profile can vary 

depending on the user. The material 

can be compared with the one that 

foam roller are made of and offers 

the customer a comfortable sitting. 

• Moldable 

• Can adjust length 

• Easy to attach and remove  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concept 19 - increases awareness, will work as a complement to each concept and 

concept 20 - lying position, will be discussed in the conclusions and as suggestions for 

further work. 

 

Decision matrix 

The seven remaining concepts are shown in the decision matrix, see table 4 below, for 

further estimation. The concepts were scored and then ranked by the a degree of 

compliance as a way of finding out which concepts that are considered most suitable. 

Concept Twin peak, Collar, Spine slide and Dry cap are the four best concept due to 

this evaluation method and are the ideas that is presented to the client in order to make 

a final selection.  

 
Table 6: Decision matrix 

 

Figure 20: Concept 17 
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Input from client 

The four concepts were presented to the client in a table were space was left blank for 

feedback for each and every one, the document can be seen in Appendix D. Given the 

feedback, Twin peak is considered the most appropriate option because of the 

combined support. One to the neck and two to the head. Spine slide is also considered 

a good option but could be exposed to fatigue failure due to the bendable construction. 

The two more innovated options are consider the least suitable options. The Collar 

had a big disadvantage because it was considered clumsy and difficult to clean. The 

Dry cap can with a few changes be able to be an interesting way to solve the problem, 

but the risk of rearrange the whole washing station is a huge drawback. 

3.4.4 Selection of concept 

The selection was at first the Twin peak but after trying to model it in a workshop and 

consultation with the staff about construction and manufacturing, the concept did not 

longer seem as the best solution. The final selection that has been continued into the 

layout design phase is a developed version of the Spine slide. 

 

The reason for the decision is partly from the client´s feedback where changes in the 

concept have been made in terms of shape, size and the ability to be bendable. By 

these changes the concept will meet the client´s preferences and it can also interact 

with several different shampoo chairs. Something that the Twin peak would not be 

able to do in the same extent. That is also partly why the decision fell on Spine slide.  

 

However, the conclusive and the most relevant reason for the selection of concept is 

that Spine slide is an answer to the given problem definition of this project. More 

specifically in which way this concept increases the comfort and reduces the strain of 

the neck will be explained in chapter 3.5. 

3.5 Layout design 

The selection of concept led to a more detailed layout construction of the concept 

Spine slide. The aspect of ergonomics is of focus where the design strives to facilitate 

the customers when leaning backward. To achieve an ergonomic model, both shape 

and material are important sections. The attachment possibility has in this phase been 

tested out in a workshop in order to see how it will work in practice. 

3.5.1 Sketches 

The first idea sketch of Spine slide was developed further with the received feedback 

from the client, see figure 21. The feedback that was taken into account in this 

sketches were: 

• Change the profile so the risk of water running down the customer’s neck 

minimizes. 

• Make it less bendable so it does not break due to fatigue failure. 
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Figure 21: Rendered sketches made by pro-markers. 

 

The biggest advantage of this concept is its slim design and therefore only depends on 

a few centimeters of the geometry of the basin. This means that the possibility of 

fitting most models is much higher than many of the already existing products on the 

market.  

3.5.2 Prototype mockup 

Figure 22 shows several mockups with different shapes that corresponded to the 

sketches above. The prototype models are made by the material Styrofoam (blue) and 

Ureol (beige, in figure 23), which are easy to mold and adjust. 
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3.5.3 Testing 

To be able to try out different shapes of the prototype, a model of the basin was made 

(figure 23). When several mockups were formed could the tests of the function be 

performed in its real environment at a hair salon. The testing is a great opportunity to 

implement both HCD and ergonomic in practice. As mentioned in the section of HCD 

in 3.2.2 the method offers the user to be involved in creating the design (Krippendorff 

2011). Therefore, the tests are performed together with a few users to receive direct 

and important feedback.  The left picture below represent the sitting position of many 

salons today, without any support or cushions and with a point load towards the neck. 

According to the naprapath the possible headrest needs to be eliminate the point load 

to the neck by a wider support area and reduce the sharp angle by a more upright 

position, see 3.3.4. The right one shows that the Spine slide will prevent the sharp 

angle towards the neck by offering a support to both neck and head. It also has a wider 

support than before which offers a much better relief than before.  

  

 

 

  

Figure 22: Mockups- Spine slide. Figure 23: Mockups- Wash basin. 

Figure 24: Without Spine slide. Figure 25:  With Spine slide. 

Before After 
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With Spine slide the sharp angle has 

now got reduced and offers the customer 

a support that covers the whole neck and 

up to the base of the skull. The new 

RULA-score in this position (figure 26) 

shows that by using Spine slide will 

have a positive effect on strain of the 

neck. 
Table 7: RULA analysis on the new position. 

 

Looking at the most relevant score (score B in table 7) it shows half of what the score 

in the earlier RULA-analysis in chapter 3.3.5 did. The obvious improvement can be 

explained in the extended support that ensures that the head is not hanging by its own 

weight that cause the customer heaviness and discomfort. Besides reducing the hard 

angle there were two other issues that needs to be taken into account when promoting 

this concept. This solution should not interfere with the hairdresser’s job and it will 

not expose the customers with the risk of water running down their faces. As shown in 

figure 27 the design is very discreet and takes up almost as much space as the 

headrests that are used for the edge of the basin.  

RULA Position- Spine slide 

Score A 2 

Score B 

(neck/trunk) 

5 

Score C (total) 4 

Adjustment status Changes may be 

needed 

After 

Figure 26: RULA position (Spine slide) 

Figure 27: Testing of mockup at the salon. 
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Referring to the observation finding in chapter 3.3.5 one of the hairdressers had a 

positive attitude to use an additional product to shampoo units. If that product could 

ease the uncomfortable position for the customers it was considered a great tool even 

if it might complicate the washing in a small extent. The other issue, the risk of 

getting water into the face is solved by the shape of the Spine slide. Because of its 

round shape it follows the neck and the head when bending back and makes sure that 

the customer still is leaning its head back over the sink. If the position had been more 

upright the risk of getting water into the face would have been much higher than with 

the Spine slide. Furthermore, the end of the design slopes downwards so the water 

leads down the sink instead of risking leading down the customers neck. 

 

3.5.4 Prototype 3D modulation 

The 3D models in PTC Creo were made based on the sketches and the improvement 

that appeared as a result of the testing. The figure below (figure 28) shows different 

angles of the final concept. The improvement from the testing is a bigger rounding for 

a better fit and also one cm wider for a better comfort. The black square surface on the 

backside of the Spine slide is of a different material than the rest of the design. The 

reason for this is to be able to attach the headrest to the wash basin by friction between 

the ceramic and some sort of rubber material, for instance silicone. In order to better 

understand how the product interacts with the shampoo unit, images are made in 

Photoshop, see figure 29 and figure 30. 

Figure 28: Rendered pictures made in CAD. 
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Figure 29: Rendered pictures made in Photoshop.  Shows its slim design and placement.  

3.5.5 Concept details 

With a width of 4,5 cm it offers the customer a wider support area than before.  

Because it supports the spine of the neck and up to the head, the previous point of 

relief that the neck was exposed to is eliminated. This leads to a more gentle relief for 

the neck. The idea with the rounded shape is that the customer will feel the support 

when starting to lean backward and contain the support as the head comes in position. 

By support all the way through the extension of the neck it will give the customer a 

feeling of safety and hopefully also relaxation.  

Figure 30: Rendered pictures made in Photoshop. The basin in the right picture is sent by mail from 
Salon equipment centre (2018).     
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From the interview findings the users had a hard time relaxing which in turn increases 

the unpleasantness and pain in the muscles. The shape together with a moldable 

material will offer the customer/user a far better comfort during hair wash than before.    

 

Material selection 

Three potential materials with a selected number of properties are presented in the 

table below. These three were chosen because of their quality of resistance, both to 

water and to chemicals and because they do not emit any toxic substances. The 

material considered most eco-friendly and most suitable for its environment is crucial 

for the final selection.  

 
Table 8: Material proposal (All data from CES EduPack) 

Material EVA 

(Ethylene-vinyl 

acetate) 

PUR 

(Polyurethane) 

NR 

(Natural rubber)  

Price 

[SEK/kg] 
14 26 25 

CO2 

footprint  [kg 

CO2/kg] 

2.1 3.7 2 

Energy 

consuming 

[MJ/kg] 

79 87 68 

Pros Recyclable 

Excellent water 

resistance  

Good chemical 

resistance 

Recyclable 

Good water and 

chemical resistance 

Excellent water 

resistance and good 

chemical resistance  

Cons High energy 

consumption 

High CO2 footprint 

and energy 

consumption 

Non-recyclable 

 

NR is a material extracted from milky colloid from trees (latex). It has the lowest 

amount of CO2 footprint and energy consumption at the primary production. At first 

this might seem as the best option but there are two huge drawbacks. One, it is not 

recyclable and two, it can develop latex allergy from contact with the material  

(CAMM 2016). Of the two remaining options, EVA is considered better in all 

categories, in addition, the material occurs at hairdressing salons today and it 

reinforces the argument that the material is suitable for its environment. Therefore, 

EVA will be considered the most suitable material for Spine slide between these 

options in table 8. Regarding the rubber-like material on the backside of the Spine 

slide, it should consist of silicone, which is free from latex. 

 

EVA is used in many different products, for example sandals, packages and padding. 

It has a number of great qualities which leads to a wide range of uses and also, it can 

be molded into complex shapes (EduPack 2012).  
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The attachment should be either by suction or friction this by the different material on 

the backside of the Spine slide. By adding a silicone layer the friction between the 

Spine slide and the wash basin should be enough to keep the product in place while 

used. During the hair wash the load will end up on the upper part of the product (the 

blue arrows in figure 31) and should be enough for a balance. Further testing needs to 

be done, if it turns out not to work a suction function can be added instead of the 

silicone layer.  

   

 
Figure 31: The load of the head will be placed at the blue arrows. That pressure together with a 

silicone layer that creates friction between the headrest and the sink (red arrow) should be able to 
prevent the Spine slide from moving. 
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4. Discussion 

The main purpose of this chapter is to wrap up the project and evaluate whether the 

used method were suitable for this cause or not. The discussion will give the reader an 

insight of the ups and downs during the process and what could have been done 

differently if the project was about to be remade.   

4.1 Key success factors 

In this project, where the result will ease a specific situation for the user and provide 

ergonomics has the approach of human centered design been in focus. The approach 

itself is based on highlighting the user´s perspective and in order to do so, interviews 

and observations have been two of the key methods (Giacomin 2014). The interviews 

were of good variety and combined the experience of several perspectives, such as 

hairdressers, naprapaths and users. Johnson (2002) described the method of using in-

depth interviews with open questions as an intimate way of collecting information. By 

having performed in-depth interviews it gave wider insight in how each and everyone 

was acknowledging the problem with both their own experience and suggestions to a 

possible solution.  

 

Furthermore, the interviews gave access to more information than what was originally 

estimated. The actual problem was defined by the naprapaths, the angle between the 

upper body and the head is too sharp when the hair gets washed. The possibilities 

opened up for either, a solution to adjust the position of the upper body or the position 

of the head. A valuable input gained from the hairdressers were the issue of not 

getting water in the customers face and that the product should not interfere too much. 

The input from all these perspectives could not have been received otherwise than by 

talking with users and professionals and also observing the environment. Especially 

when the importance of ergonomics was a main factor in this project. 

 

The theory gained from the pre-study were based on a few research questions that 

helped the collection of data to be within range for this project. The methods of 

collecting data were mainly by scientific articles but also in course literature and 

books. All fact of the pre-study was of relevance for this project, either to prove why 

this project needs to be conducted or which method that is considered most 

appropriate to use. The chosen target group gave this project a solid ground to build 

the relevance of feasibility on. 

 

Besides the approach of human centered design has element of user center design and 

the product development process reflected this project. In phases like product 

specification and concept phase have parts from these two approaches been important 

and helpful with selecting the most suitable method. The UCD differ from the HCD in 

the way that it reflects empathy with the user and have the ability to put themselves in 

another´s shoes to gain more understanding of the problem (Kouprie & Vesser 2009). 

In this project were the project manager also suffer from neck related pain has this 

reflection of empathy been implemented almost by itself. The self lived experiences 
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were extremely helpful both during the interviews and also in the testing phase. That 

is also the main reason of why the target group were set to people with neck related 

difficulties in the first place. By knowing and understanding what the target group 

feels and are limited by it gave this project a more personal and emotional meaning.  

 

By the testing the prototype, this developed concept can answer the request of 

reducing the sharp angle and give the neck and head a wider support. Also by testing 

three different mockups at the salon the final design was selected with reference and 

care. The one that had the lowest risk of getting water into the customer´s face is the 

one that was consider most feasible. 

4.2 Challenges 

Looking more critically on the approaches that were used it might have affected the 

outcome if the interviews and the observations had taken place in a greater extent. 

Especially when it comes to looking at different hair salons. Because of the product 

being an aid for the user has several parts of the product development process not 

been of use. For example has the technical methods of concept section been hard to 

implement just because the evaluation of the concepts are more dependable on the 

user than on technical facts. Therefore, a combination of the both methods has been 

used, at first by influences of users and later on by the decision matrix. 

 

During the observation, early into the process, it turned out that the awareness of the 

problem was not clear to all parties involved. Accordingly to the users, the situation 

when washing the hair at the salon were perceived uncomfortable and for some people 

it was a painful experience. However, the hairdresser did not recognize the issue to the 

same extent. The most common answer to how their customers experience the hair 

wash was "no concerns" and that "it is such a short time in that position". The 

unbiased conclusion that can be drawn is the lack of awareness of this problem. The 

same goes for the communication between the customer and the hairdresser about 

comfort during hair wash. Just by adding a few extra minutes to adjust the shampoo 

units after the individual customer and really ask how the position should be in order 

to offer best comfort, might already solve the problem for a few. 

 

The biggest issue with striving for a more upright position is the risk of water running 

down the customer’s face, something the hairdressers carefully pointed out. To find a 

solution that could satisfy both parties' concerns was considered the biggest challenges 

the final concept needs to cope. Therefore, it is important that more extended tests are 

made on the prototype, an even more accurate one. Due to the lack of equipment, in 

this case access to a shampoo unit, the prototype has not been tested to the extent 

required. More tests needs to be done in order to see if the solution both support the 

head and leads to a more upright position and at the same time do not contain the risk 

of water running down the face. 
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Something that could have been done differently is to investigate more opportunities 

to measure the difference of the situation before and after the adjusting concept, more 

than just through RULA-analysis and by the response from users. Further work with 

this project had meant more testing of the prototype in its real environment and on 

actual customers, not the ones staged by the project manager. Regarding the 

observation in the pre-study, it could benefit the project if more input from the 

hairdressers have been gained. The in-depth interviews should also have been on this 

group. Instead were the hairdressers interviewed during the observation and the 

outcome became more of quantity than quality in this case. Another valuable aspect 

had been to contact an ergonomist to gain more knowledge of how the interaction 

between human and product will work in best possible way. 

 

There was an experienced skepticism to an assessor product from the hairdresser´s 

part, only because of the risk of getting their job more complicated than before. The 

equilibrium was made to put this knowledge behind the focus on why this project has 

started in the first place. Namely to facilitate the user and therefore should the users 

perspective be of priority. This must not be misunderstood, the hairdresser´s opinion 

is absolutely of importance. All there is to say is if that extra work can weigh up for 

that people with neck related difficulties washes the hair at the salon rather than at 

home, it is considered worthwhile. The actual silver lining in this project is that not 

only the target group will benefit from this concept, but also elderly or people with 

limited movement can find this helpful. In fact all people could benefit from this. 

Looking at the society many jobs contains sedentary everyday life in front of a 

computer and with unilateral tasks. Accordingly to the naprapaths, these are the main 

reason for ending up with neck, back and shoulder complications, see Appendix B. 

4.3 Key learning 

The very first important knowledge gained during this thesis is to before starting up 

the project, reflect on why and to whom the result should be intended for. By knowing 

from the beginning that the project should be seen from the human/users perspective 

and work as an ergonomic tool it can save a whole lot of time when choosing suitable 

methods. Secondly by approaching the issue from three different perspective, not only 

did the argument for the project's relevance increased but also did the credibility 

extend. It was a very good angle to bring in the medical perspective, the naprapaths, to 

get concrete answers to what the body can be exposed of due to incorrect body 

positions. Lastly and probably the biggest key learning of this project is the amazing 

opportunity to reach out to the actual target group or for that matter all potential users. 

To receive input and thoughts directly from whom it later on concerns has been 

extremely helpful and eye-opening. It has led to not getting stuck in the same patterns 

or the same vision of the result throughout the process as it might had been otherwise. 

The final result is most definitely a mix of great thought and insight from everyone 

who have been involved in this project during this spring term.  
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5. Conclusion 

The presented concept offers the customer a more ergonomic position by supporting 

not only the neck but also the head during hair washing. The concept can easily be 

attached and removed at the existing traditional shampoo units. According to the 

RULA-analysis, the new position that is supported with the concept, reduce the load 

of the neck and trunk from a score of 10 to a score of 5. Based on the RULA-analysis, 

this is a noticeable improvement, an adjustment from a previous critical state into a 

manageable state. Thanks to its slim design it is suited for several different models of 

shampoo units, both from Lombard´s assortment but also for other units.  

 

The most important conclusion in the project is to strive for a more upright position so 

the unnatural and painful position gets rearranged. The final concept allows a more 

upright position which benefits, not only the target group but also elderly with curved 

back. None of those groups are able to bend backward in that extent the current 

shampoo unit requires. 

 

Fully recumbent shampoo units already exist at Lombard and in the long run the 

market should consist of more of those products. The same goes for the cap concept 

that allows the customer to sit completely straight up. The reason mentioning these 

two is to open up for innovative thinking within the industry. The focus in developing 

these type of equipment should be from the user perspective together with more 

aspects of ergonomics. 

 

For further development of this concept these points are recommended to be further 

investigated by the contractor: 

• Produce and test prototype based on customized detail design and drawings. 

• User testing of prototype with the suggested attachment solution. 

• Manufacturing method of the selected materials 

• Make a cost calculation for the product 
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Appendix A 

Project plan 

1. Project background 

Parfum Lombard AB is one of the oldest companies on the Swedish hairdressing 

market. They were formed in 1935 in Malmö with their own production of hair care 

products and hair salons interiors. All their own manufacturing has now been 

discontinued and today they work as a general agents for two international furniture 

manufacturers, which they have close and long-lived relations with. The company’s 

focus is to offer Swedish hairdressers the best collection of hairdressing furniture. 

Therefore, an innovation in this area is of greatest interest. This project started in 

collaboration with Lombard and from the curriculum from Karlstad University and 

extent over the coming spring term.  

When visiting the hairdresser, most of the time, a shampooing chair is used when 

washing the hair. The costumer sit in a comfortable armchair and leaning the head 

back to meet a prosthetic washbasin with a small rounding where the neck will fit. In 

this position, the head tends to be hanging and give rise to tension and discomfort, due 

to lack of support. In order to access a large target group as possible, the point of 

departure will be to satisfy the people who find it the most difficult to be in such a 

position. The starting point for the project will be to study the ergonomics for both 

hairdressers and their customers in order to find a solution for a non-addressed issue. 

Furthermore, observations and input from experts in the field are of value, as is what 

costumers demand. The basis for the project plan is the detailed course syllabus and 

course literature "Handbok för mindre projekt" (Eriksson, Lilliesköld, 2004). 

2. Goals  

The objective of the project is to develop a concept of a headrest that can be 

supplemented with shampoo units and will meet both costumers and Lombard´s 

requirements and preferences. The concept is supposed to be customized to the 

company’s existing furniture and be presented in both physical and digital prototypes. 

The project should estimate 600 hours of work and will be completed in June 2018, 

when the final presentation and report will be performed at Karlstad University. 

2.1 Purpose and problem formulation 

The purpose of the project is to, in an independent manner, develop a concept on the 

behalf of Parfum Lombard AB. Accomplish the given goals by using the product 

development process and apply the experience gained during the education.  

The problem definition in the project that the final concept will answer to is: 

“How can a more ergonomic position be achieved while washing the hair at the 

hairdresser, which reduces the strain on the neck and gives the customer an increased 

comfort?
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2.2 Research questions  

A few research questions have been defined in order to answer the given problem 

definition. Working by these questions, the project´s risk of being too broad will be 

minimized and at the same time quality will be put insight of quantity. The research 

questions of the project is: 

 

• To investigate physical difficulties for people who suffer from neck injuries 

and in which way a support for the neck should be designed. 

• To investigate the interaction between human and the possible concept from an 

ergonomic point of view. 

 

Looking at an “extreme” users point of view (i.e., users with very specific needs and 

requirements) and succeed satisfying their needs, it not only meet a larger target group 

but also overcome the expectations that people without disabilities may have. By 

focusing on human interaction combined with ergonomics, the concept will not only 

appeal to the user but also the worker. 

2.3 Delimitations 

The project will be performed where human-centered design is in focus. The research 

will be from an outside-in approach where the user's needs will be explored and taken 

into account. A part in the layout design phase that may be delimited is to implement a 

comprehensive material selection process and instead present a few alternatives of 

materials, which are suitable for the hairdresser environment. Manufacturing and cost 

will not be taken into account in the project. 

3. Project organization 

Table A1- Contact information and responsibilities. 

Project manager 

 

Supervisor Parfum Lombard 

AB 

Marketing manager/part-

owner 

Supervisor Karlstad 

University 

Olivia Gerrbo Martin Aneskog Jakob Trischler 

0735469568 0708-475 365 054-700 18 75 

oliviagerrbo@hotmail.com Martin.aneskog@lombard.se Jakob.trischler@kau.se 

Responsibilities: 

-Book meetings and 

reconciliation with supervisors. 

-Keep schedule and journal 

during the project. 

-Written and oral deadlines. 

-Present a result based on given 

goals. 

Responsibilities: 

-Assist with supervision. 

-Assist with knowledge in the area 

of the project. 

-Assist with requirement and 

requests for the intended concept. 

Responsibilities: 

-Assist with supervision. 

-Support and assistance in 

report writing. 

-Assist in counseling 

throughout the project.  

 

The examiner of this project: 

Leo J De Vin, professor at Karlstad University.

tel:0547001875
mailto:oliviagerrbo@hotmail.com
mailto:Martin.aneskog@lombard.se
mailto:Jakob.trischler@kau.se
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4. Project model 

A project model has been created to get an overview over the projects different 

stages and gates. The tollgate is the given deadlines and those parts requires an 

approval in order to proceed to the next phase. The milestone however is when 

the phase is finished and the project moves on to the following step.  
Table A2- “Stage-gate” model 

Project phase Milestone Tollgate Due date Responsible 

Project planning Project plan 

finished 

 2018-02-09 Olivia Gerrbo 

  Project plan 

approved 

  

Pre-study   2018-03-22 Olivia Gerrbo 

Product 

specification 

Product spec. 

finished 

 2018-03-22 Olivia Gerrbo 

 

  Product spec. 

approved 

  

Mid-project gate Submission of 

Methodology 

 2018-03-19   

  Methodology 

approved 

 Approval from 

KAU  

Concept phase Chose of 

concept 

 2018-04-19 Olivia Gerrbo 

  Concept 

approved 

 Martin at 

Lombard AB 

Layout design Layout design 

finished 

 2018-05-17 Olivia Gerrbo 

Project 

presentation 

  2018-05-30 Approval from 

KAU 

Opposition   2018-06-07 Approval from 

KAU 

Report writing   2018-06-18 Approval from 

KAU 
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Figure A1 -WBS, work breakdown structure 

Figure A2 - First half of the Gantt-chart 
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5. Comments on time and resource plan 

In figure A1 presented above, a description of the project phases in a WBS-chart was 

created to clarify the process more specifically than the project model. Each phase is 

then divided into smaller parts by a breakdown structure.  Those parts that are marked 

with red in this chart symbolize the critical paths in this project. That is, those phases 

that are estimated to require longer time to implement and possible may be seen as a 

bottleneck during the process. The project plan is the foundation of this project and 

will be updated if necessary, as well the time plan. A time plan has also been created 

in a Gantt chart, figure A2 and A3, where the time for each part shown in days and 

weeks is defined. The tollgates in this project is marked in the chart to make sure the 

documents is delivered in due time.  

6. Risk assessment 

Risk that may occur in this project are important to predict in part to be prepared for 

obstacles and partly to know in a quick manner what measures will be taken. In table 

3 below has the risks been evaluated from probability and consequence. The grading 

is 1-5, where 5 is the highest probability and the highest consequence. The product of 

these values corresponds to the risk factor of each statement. 

Figure A3 - Second half of the Gantt-chart  
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Table A3- Risk analysis 

Risk analysis P C R Adjustment 

Absence due to illness 2 3 6 Focus on the starting point to 

get a nose-heavy process 

Too large extent of project 2 5 10 Specify few research questions 

to work with 

Not completed with the project in 

due time 

2 5 10 Follow the time plan strictly 

and set delimitation if necessary 

Not completed with the report in 

due time 

3 4 12 Document during the whole 

process, and write report from 

start 

The concept doesn´t work in 

practice 

3 5 15 Make time for prototype testing 

Lack of literary and user base 3 4 12 Define specific research 

questions and conducts a 

comprehensive pre-study 

The client doesn´t have enough 

time and communication gets 

afflicted 

4 2 8 Make own decision and consult 

with supervisor 

P: Probability 

C: Consequence 

R: Risk factor (P x C)  

7. Document managements 

All storage of document will be on a computer and uploaded to Google drive. The 

submissions will be posted on Karlstad University’s platform; it´s learning and will 

serve as a backup. Additional backup such as external hard drive will be used 

gradually during the project. 

 

By version management, the dynamic documents will be updated and will be named 

as followed, “file_name.1.0”. In case of small adjustment the next version will be 

increased by 0.1 at a time, 1.2, 1.3 etc. In case of major changes the next version will 

then instead be 2.0 etc. 
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Appendix B  

Interviews 

Interview 1 with "Anna" 

Stiffness in neck and shoulders 

 

Upplever du smärta i nacke dagligen?Anna berättar att hon upplever obehag, 

kanske inte smärta men i alla fall en stelhet. 

 

Hur ofta besöker du frisören?En till två gånger om året. 

 

Vad har du för helhetsintryck efter ett frisörbesök?Hon säger att man känner sig 

fräsch, det är alltid skönt med en ny frisyr.  

 

Och om du bortser från resultatet? Hon menar på att besöken är bra, att dom brukar 

ha ett bra bemötande men kanske lite väl dyrt.  

 

Tänk dig att du sitter hos frisören och tvättar/färgar håret 

 

Hur skulle du beskriva den upplevelsen?Anna förklarar: Man får lite ont i nacken 

av det där stödet, stolarna brukar vara bekväma men just när man ska böja bak nacken 

för att vattnet ska rinna ner i sinken, det är lite skevt. Man brukar ju inte göra så, alltså 

sitta i en sådan ställning rakt bak med huvudet. 

 

Skulle du ha samma upplevelse om du satt med till ex. en inpackning i 10 

min?Anna berättar att dom inte brukar tvätta håret på henne varje gång och när dom 

gör det så tar det bara ett par minuter. Skulle hon sitta där under längre tid skulle det 

gå att härda ut men det hade ju inte varit skönt, säger hon vidare. 

 

Du nämnde att du kände dig lite stel i nacken, påverkas nacken i den 

positionen?Trots att hon upplever stelhet skulle hon inte mena på att 

hårtvättssituationen har någon större negativ påverkan på nacken. 

 

På vilket sätt skulle schamponerings-situationen kunna förbättras enligt dig?Hon 

tycker att det kunde varit ett skönare stöd, för själva stolarna säger hon är bekväma. 

Strax efter uttalanndet säger istället. "Fast man sitter upp och lutar huvudet rakt bak, 

varför sänker dom inte bara stolarna så man ligger ner, som hos tandläkaren?" Hon 

utvecklar vidare med att säga att huvudet inte behöver lutas bak så mycket om 

schamponeringen skulle sett ut så istället.  

 

Så man inte får så skarp vinkel mellan överkropp och huvud?Ja, antingen det eller 

om man kommer på något bra stöd, säger hon. 
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Säg att det skulle finnas ett nackstöd, vad anser du vara nödvändigt?  

Hon säger att det känns som nacken blir böjd för mycket åt fel håll när i den 

nuvarande situationen,  men har inga invändningar på hur man ska utforma stödet för 

att motverka detta. 

 

Interview 2 with "Lisa" 

Suffers from a whiplash  

 

Upplever du smärta i nacke dagligen? 

(Om ja, på vilket sätt?) 

Av och till beroende på aktivitet, det ligger latent berättar Lisa. Det ligger i grad från 

att det är obehag till att det gör ganska ont.  

 

Vad har du för helhetsintryck efter ett frisörbesök? 

Hon pointerar att den upplevelsen får en att känna sig ompysslad. 

 

Tänk dig att du sitter hos frisören och tvättar/färgar håret 

 

Hur skulle du beskriva den upplevelsen? 

Lisa upplever situationen som obehaglig, när man lutar huvudet bakåt mot kanten gör 

det ont i nacken. Oftast brukar stolen kunna regleras men det hjälper inte mot själv 

obehaget. Det är en påtaglig smärta beskriver hon. 

 

På vilket sätt? 

Dels är kanten som man lutar sig mot hård och dels så är av den vinkeln som blir i 

nacken och gör så huvudet blir tungt och man spänner sig. Oftast går det inte att 

slappna av men det kan göra lite skillnad ibland när kanten hamnar längre upp mot 

huvudet, men problemet blir istället att kunna tvätta ordentligt. Oavsett blir situationen 

inte bekväm. 

 

Jag frågar Lisa om det är så illa så att hon föredrar att tvätta håret hemma men hon 

menar på att massagen och känslan att bli ompysslad man får när man tvättar håret 

hos frisören väger upp. Men då blir det desto viktigare att kunna slappna av och 

verkligen njuta, diskuterar vi båda fram till. 

 

Skulle du ha samma upplevelse om du satt med till ex. en inpackning i 10 min(om 

nej, varför inte det?) 

Obehaget och smärtan kommer direkt oavsett hur länge Lisa sitter i den positionen 

men hon beskriver att hon antingen hasar ner så hon får mer stöd till huvudet eller 

alternativt reser sig upp till en mer sittande ställning. 
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Om du fick chansen att förbättra schamponerings-situationen, på vilket sätt 

skulle den situationen bli bättre enligt dig? 

Problemet enligt Lisa är att huvudet blir för tungt och när man har problem med 

nacken ska man eftersträva att jobba nära kroppen och ha huvudet i en position rakt 

över nackkotorna. När man sitter i schamponeringen blir böjningen på nacken vass 

förklara Lisa. Helst av allt skulle hon vilja att någon håller i hennes huvud med båda 

händerna när hon lutar sig bakåt så hon både kan slappna av och reducera smärtan. 

Alltså menar hon på att det är huvudets vikt som utgör det största besväret, när man 

ska orka hålla uppe det på egen hand. Hon fortsätter med att säga att ett stöd för 

nacken inte egentligen behövs så länge man får stöd och avlastning mot huvudet som 

blir så tungt vid bakåtlutning. 

Interview 3 with "Sofia" 

Suffers from neck pain due to a falling accident  

 

Upplever du smärta i nacke dagligen? 

(Om ja, på vilket sätt?)Sofia upplever stelhet, minskad rörlighet och vid stillasittande 

under en längre tid får hon värkande smärta som kan sitta i. 

 

 

Vad har du för helhetsintryck efter ett frisörbesök?Brukar vara nöjd, man känner 

sig fräsch, berättar hon. Beroende på vad hon ska göra hos frisören kan hon känna sig 

lite trött i huvudet och nacken efteråt. 

 

Kan du beskriva mer?Hon beskriver att hon minns tillbaka på sitt näst senaste 

frisörbesök, när hon skulle slinga håret och sen lägga i en toning, då var hon där i 

nästan tre timmar. Folieslingorna som frisören lade i är väldigt tunga och hon kände 

redan efter ett kort tid att hon blev trött i nacken av den extra vikten. När hon sen 

skulle göra en toning fick hon sitta i den stolen man tvättar håret i under en tid som 

kändes som väldigt lång. Det var inte skönt, fick väldigt ont efter besöket berättar 

Sofia. 

 

Gick smärtan över?Jadå det gjorde den, efter ett par dagar var det som vanligt igen, 

alltså de vanliga besvären då, säger Sofia. 

 

Tänk dig att du sitter hos frisören och tvättar/färgar håret 

 

 

Hur skulle du beskriva den upplevelsen? 

På vilket sätt?Som hon beskrev förut så upplever hon ofta smärta i nacken. Både av 

kanten på handfatet men också av att man måste spänna sig då det inte är möjligt att 

slappna av helt. 
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Varför kan du inte slappna av helt?Hon beskriver "Nej, men det är nog för att jag är 

väldigt rädd om min nacke, tror det sitter ifrån skadetillfället och det gör att jag inte 

vågar lita på att kunna slappna av helt. Den bakåtlutningen är inte bra känner jag". 

 

Min nästa fråga är om du skulle ha samma upplevelse om du satt med till ex. en 

inpackning i 10 min, men du indirekt redan svarat på det. Men känner du att du 

gärna undviker vissa behandlingar hos frisören för att du får ont?Tyvärr kan hon 

inte säga att hon undviker färgning eller toning, ofta vill man ju gärna få håret fint 

men hon säger att i efterhand när smärtan ofta blir värre kan hon ångra sig en aning. 

Framför allt ångrar hon att hon inte bad om en handduk eller något som kunde stötta 

lite mer. 

 

 

Om du fick chansen att förbättra schamponerings-situationen, på vilket sätt 

skulle den situationen bli bättre enligt dig?Sofias åsikt är att göra om hela 

schamponeringen helt och hållet, så man inte behöver böja bak huvudet så mycket 

som man gör idag. Alternativt att man lutar huvudet på något som är mjukare, så man 

inte får den där kanten riktad på ett ställe bara. Den är både kall och hård. 

 

Interview 4 with "Simon" 

Naprapath 

 

1. Vilka är de vanligaste smärtor/skador du behandlar?   

Simon beskriver att nacke och axlar förmodligen är det vanligaste som naprapater 

behandlar, följt av ländryggsbesvär. Han säger att det är svårt att säga siffror men 

enligt hans erfarenhet är det de vanligaste orsakerna som folk söker för. 

 

2. Hur stor andel av dina patienter skulle du säga har problem med nacksmärta?  

Uppskattningsvis ligger det kring 60-70 %. 

 

3. Är det jämnt fördelat mellan män och kvinnor?   

Han menar på att det är något fler kvinnor med nackproblematik och istället fler män 

när det gäller ländryggsproblematik. 

 

-Finns det skillnader i muskulaturen som kan ha någon inverkan? 

Generellt så är kvinnor mer rörligare i lederna och män har generellt mer muskulatur, 

vilket också gör att vi blir stadigare i nacken, mindre påfrestning. Huvudet väger ju en 

del i förhållande till vad vi ska stadga upp med musklerna, beskriver Simon. 
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-Ser du någon skillnad i var patienterna har för yrken? 

Det vi stöter på här så är det mycket på grund av hantverkaryrken, tynga arbeten, 

snickare osv. Statiska jobb och där av en större belastning på ländryggen medan 

kvinnor kanske har mer kontorsarbeten, även där statiskt arbete. Stress är även något 

som säkert är en bidragande orsak till besvären. Det kommer en studie kring det där 

det visar att fler kvinnor är sjukskrivna på grund av stressrelaterade besvär, berättar 

han. 

 

4. Utifrån din erfarenhet varför får man oftast problem med nacksmärtor?   

Simon betonar stillasittande tillvaro. Han beskriver den problematiken som råder på 

arbetsmarknaden idag. Man sitter statiskt framför datorer och får inte den cirkulation 

eller rörelse sommänniskor faktiskt är byggda för. Man hamnar i samma position 

under lång tid vilket gör att muskulaturen inte syresätts optimalt och därmed kommer 

besvären succesivt. Sen är det så att kommer besvären och man börjar få ont så 

spänner man sig ännu mer på grund av smärtan och hamnar i en ond cirkel som är svår 

att ta sig ur. Skador har ofta en bättre prognos att behandla bort, såklart beroende på 

hur skadan har uppkomst och i vilken allvarlighetsgrad. Han skiljer här på 

nacksmärtor och nackskador, där skador uppkommer vid exempelvis bilolyckor, 

fallolyckor eller halkolyckor. Smärtor som beskrivs här uppkommer då istället av ett 

rörelsemönster som är alldeles för statiskt och som förekommer under för lång tid. 

Däremot går dessa begrepp in i varandra då man ofta får smärtor av tidigare skador 

eller tvärt om. 

 

5. Kan du beskriva vilken position som är mest stressande för nacken och varför: 

bakåt lutning/framåt lutning, sittposition/stående ställning?  

Sittandes där man får lite framåtroterande axlar, för roteras axlarna framåt kommer 

huvudet följa med och så ska man dessutom titta rakt fram, om man jobbar framför en 

dator exempelvis. Dels så får vi en tyngdpunkt som är framåt och sen får vi en 

brytpunkt i nacken som komprimerar nacken lite. Står man rakt upp, med huvudet rakt 

ovanför nacken så hamnar man ändå lite fram med huvudet och har man dessutom 

axlarna framåtroterande får nackmusklerna jobba väldigt mycket för att kompensera 

positionen. Han beskriver också att den här framåtlutande hållningen som blir allt 

vanligare kan försvåra möjligheten att böja sig åt motsatt riktning, alltså bakåt. 

 

Om du tvättar frisörens hår sitter du i en stol med tillhörande handfat och böjer dig 

huvudet bakåt. Tänk dig en person med och utan nacksmärta sitter i den positionen.   

 

6. Är det enligt din åsikt en lämplig vinkel för nacken?   

Kan väl inte säga att den rent är skadlig när man sitter under så kort tid men har man 

ett besvär sedan tidigare blir det en väldigt otrevlig ställning där man tippar bak 

huvudet och så har man irriterande muskler på det så blir det ett väldigt tryck rakt på 

dom. Han beskriver ett kärl som heter Arteria vertebralis som har två nästan 90 

gradiga svängar högst upp i nacken och när man tippar huvudet bakåt hamnar man i 

en väldigt onaturlig position.
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 Han pointerar att risken är väldigt liten då man sitter så pass kort tid hos frisören, men 

risken finns att det kärlet kan hamna i kläm när man lutar sig bakåt på det sättet. Det 

kan i sin tur ge upphov till yrsel eller besvär.   

 

 

7. Tror du att sitta i denna position kan leda till varaktig nacksmärta, (ibland 

när man har en inpackning kan man behöva sitta i 5-10 min)?   

Absolut menar Simon, det tror han definitivt att 5-10 min räcker för att kunna ge 

upphov till varaktig nacksmärta och obehag. Att sitta i en sådan obekväm situation, 

även om du inte skadar någonting fysiskt, så blir man i ett statiskt läge under lång tid 

och det kan absolut ge följder. Att ligga med det trycket mot själva kotpelaren men 

också på muskler runt omkring gör förmodligen att man spänner sig eller kramar och 

som följd få obekväma besvär så som nackspärr eller liknande, men som då går över 

efter en tid. 

 

 

8. Hur ska denna situation/position förbättras för att minimera belastningen på 

nacken?   

Simon berättar att han gärna hade velat se en bredare yta som ger stöd och inte bara en 

kant. Någon form av ett längre stöd ner på nacken för att undvika den kraftiga 

brytpunkten som blir på nacken vid den här bakåtböjningen. På så sätt får man en 

större avlastning och hamnar i en mer neutral position. Han förslår också en lösning 

där kroppen ligger mer i en horisontell position, återigen för att inte få den kraftiga 

brytpunkten på nacken, så övergången mellan överkropp och huvud inte blir lika svår. 

Han återkommer till vikten av en större understödsyta för nacken för att inte få den 

punktbelastningen som annars blir. Så sammanfattningsvis säger Simon att de två 

sakerna tillsammans, undvika den kraftiga brytpunkten samt undvika 

punktbelastningen är enlig honom något man ska fokusera på. 

 

Vi diskuterar tillsammans en ytterligare målgrupp som kan ha svårt med den 

rörelsen som skapas vid bakåtböjning, nämligen äldre människor som då kan ha en 

mer krum eller böjd rygg. Simon beskriver att där blir då den kraftiga brytpunkten 

desto värre eller svårare och för vissa människor till och med omöjlig att utföra. 

 

 

9. Enligt din åsikt ska stödet riktas mot nacken eller huvudet för bästa 

avlastning? 

Får man en stöttning mot huvudet gör det förmodligen att man kan slappna av lite mer 

i nackmuskulaturen vilket är väldigt bra men problemet där blir istället hur stort kan 

ett stöd vara i förhållande till att frisören ska kunna utföra sitt jobb. Skulle man kunna 

lösa ett huvudstöd, speciellt om man skulle bli sittande ett tag, kanske något som går 

att sätta dit om man ska sitta där ett tag och möjligheten att ta bort vid schamponering 

eller färgning så är det såklart bättre menar Simon på. 
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Får du huvudstödet behövs inte längre samma stöd för nacken och kommer 

förmodligen kunna slappna av i nacken ändå. 

 

Interview 5 with "Victor" 

Naprapath and masseur  

 

1. Vilka är de vanligaste smärtor/skador du behandlar?   

Det vanligaste spänningsrelaterade- stelhet nacke axlar kombinerat med huvudvärk 

kombinerat. 

 

2. Hur stor andel av dina patienter skulle du säga har problem med nacksmärta?  

Om jag ska uppskatta så skulle jag säga ungefär 70-75%, säger Victor 

 

 

3. Är det jämnt fördelat mellan män och kvinnor?  

(Om kvinnor, varför?)  

 

Han menar på att det är vanligare hos kvinnor, Jag tror dom är mer benägna att gå, 

män söker kanske inte den hjälpen på samma sätt. 

 

-Finns det skillnader i muskulaturen som kan ha någon inverkan? 

Generellt sätt så har män mer muskler, vilket gör det möjligt att kompensera för 

snedbelastning, förklarar han. 

 

-Ser du någon skillnad i var patienterna har för yrken? 

Victor berättar att många har kontorsarbeten nu för tiden men det klart det 

förekommer inom alla yrkesområden. Men det finns många administrativa arbeten 

idag så många sitter still mycket. 

 

4. Utifrån din erfarenhet varför får man oftast problem med nacksmärtor?   

 

Han säger att trots att det finns så mkt hjälpmedel nu för tiden, hög och sänkbara 

skrivbord och stolar som kan underlätta till viss del, men det räcker inte. Problemet är 

att det är för stillasittande arbete och framför allt under förlånga tidperioder och det är 

inte vi människor gjorda för att klara av menar Victor på. 

 

5. Kan du beskriva vilken position som är mest stressande för nacken: bakåt 

lutning/framåt lutning, sittposition/stående ställning?  

 

Sittande och framåtlutad svarar han snabbt. Han förklarar att det som händer vid  de 

positionerna att när man sitter framåtlutad har man armarna framför kroppen. Då är att 

tyngdpunkten förflyttad framåt och för att kompensera det måste man vara stark i 

skulderbladen. Tyvärr är det många som är svaga där, troligtvis för att man inte tränar 

där det behövs. 
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Om du tvättar frisörens hår sitter du i en stol med tillhörande handfat och böjer dig 

huvudet bakåt. Tänk dig en person med och utan nacksmärta sitter i den positionen.   

 

6. Är det enligt din åsikt en lämplig vinkel för nacken?   

För en frisk nacke är det inga konstigheter menar han på. För någon med nacksmärtor 

eller whiplash är det väldigt individuellt. Whiplash är så mångfacetterat beroende på 

hur den uppkommit, vissa har svårt med en framåtlutad position och vissa med en 

bakåtlutad förklarar han. En sådan massagestol när man får stöd till hela kroppen 

tycker Victor man borde ha hos frisören, så man får en mer liggande ställning. 

 

7. Tror du att sitta i denna position kan leda till varaktig nacksmärta, ibland när 

man har en inpackning kan man behöva sitta i 5-10 min?   

Sitter man där med en inpackning så kan det absolut påverka. Det är tillräckligt med 

tid föratt det kan påverka. Det är ingen höjdare att sitta där för länge påpekar han. 

 

8. Hur ska denna situation/position förbättras för att minimera belastningen på 

nacken?   

Ju mer upprätt man kan sitta desto bättre. Man skulle också kunna fälla ryggstödet så 

man hamnar i en mer liggande position, så man helt enkelt får en rakare linje mellan 

överkroppen och huvudet. 

 

9. Kan ett stöd kunna motverka dessa symptom? 

Det kan det absolut menar Victor på, då hamnar ju överkroppen i en mer rakare linje. 

 

10. Enligt din åsikt ska stödet riktas mot nacken eller huvudet för bästa 

avlastning? 

Stödet ska rikta sig mot nacken. Mot den övre delen av nacke, upp mot huvudet för 

bästa avlastning. 
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Appendix C  

Summary of the braindrawing 
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Appendix D 

Input from client  

Concept Description and Feedback  

 
 

Description: Two-point relief with 

two oval shapes for increased 

ergonomics. Those parts can be 

twisting for adjusting the size. 

Attaches on the edge of the basin. 

• Padded support 

• Easy to attach and remove 

Feedback from company: 

Nice solution. Probably the most 

feasible suggestion since it combines 

added upper neck/head support with 

traditional lower neck support and 

won’t interfere too much with the 

hair. Comfortability for the client and 

easy to clean will be key factors in our 

opinion. Very good that the supports 

are adjustable. 
 

 

Description: Discreet support just for 

the spine. Can be adjusting by 

bending the product in different ways. 

For those who need much support can 

the “Spine slide” be straighten out to 

its entire length and for others it can 

be bend down so it doesn´t interfere 

as much during the washing. 

• Slim support 

• Easy to attach and remove 

• Bendable 

Feedback: 

Good that it’s adjustable but we see 

mainly 2 risks; one is the durability 

since you will be bending the material 

over and over, second we see a risk 

that it may be in the way for the hair 

and act as a slide for the water to run 

down the lower neck. 
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Description: Wide support area. 

Supports the entire neck up to the 

head when tilting backward. Supports 

also the upper back with an extension 

of the collar down towards the back. 

Reduces the hard angle between upper 

body and head. 

• Similar to tempur material 

• Locking: Burdock 

• Outside the box 

Feedback: 

As support we think this will do just 

fine but practically we see issues like 

clumsiness of use and that it may 

collect water. Putting it on and off 

may also be difficult for clients with 

color in the hair. That can make it 

ware out fast as the color stains too. 

Burdock and hair are not friends. 

 
 
 
 
 

Description: Gives the opportunity to 

sit straight up when showering. 

Beneficial for people with neck 

related pain but also for elderly people 

who have reduced mobility.   

• Buttons for size adjustments  

• Outside the box 

Feedback: 

Nice idea and it prompts the following 

questions: 1. How will you funnel the 

water to prevent spilling on the client? 

2. Will this solution require a separate 

sink or where would the client sit in 

the salon? 3. Why have you chosen 

buttons and positioned them in the 

back? 

 


